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 , Issue 3 - To Be Continued!Mangaka got a brief new chapter for its sequel yesterday (which is why we're posting the chapter in English up there). But the release gave us something more important than just a recap of what happened so far, or even a preview of what's in store for the rest of the story. Rather, we got to see just how much cute was going to be involved in this particular AU! Of course,
as you might expect, it's a little bit more than just cutesy hijinks. Tons of effort went into all the different expressions on all of the characters' faces in this little story. And it was awesome, as far as our personal favorites go. So please, enjoy the chapter in all its simple and complex detail, or ignore all the things you can't see on the first page and go on to the next! (You can probably just look at some

pictures to get a general sense of it.) (Thank you, Shirogo, for the translation.) [By the way, don't take this as a criticism, but we're honestly not sure why you decided to post chapters on Mondays and Wednesdays. It's not like this time of year is all that special to you, right? We'd just prefer if you had done something special, like give us a tribute to our favorite mangas of the last century or something.
I'm not saying we're not enjoying this. We're just saying that it would be nice if it was on the right day of the week. Maybe I'm being too picky or something. Oh, well. Anyway, enjoy!] P.S.: I just noticed that this isn't the first time that a chapter was released, and that the release was edited with a watermark. No matter how many times we've mentioned that the site is only semi-affiliated with
Mangaka, it's still crazy to us that it can look so official. (Sorry, Mr. Kamatani. You guys really are the best, though.) + More Info: Manga Here! The Muppets, the Muppet Show, and I Wed Sep 06, 2003 DevilChan / Suck It, Orangina! + More Info: Official Website I bought this, and finally bought Orangina Takeda + More Info: Mangaka here! Whoops! This is NOT an anime! 82157476af
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